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Todber Manor, Hill View 

With some additions and a couple of withdrawals we ended up with 

17 members fishing. After a hearty breakfast at the lake the draw 

took place and we made our way to our respective pegs. The lake 

being a 28 pegger was well covered with many enjoying good space 

either side. Because of the huge weights of late on the lake we were 

advised to reduce the match time to 5 hours which proved to be a 

good decision. 

Full Results; 

1. Daniel Squire   peg 53,  585.11 lb 

2. Dave Chidzoy   peg 46,  392.04 lb 

3. Dave Brittain   peg43,  358.00 lb 

4. Dave White   peg 60,  296.08 lb (Section B) 

5. Steve Chant   peg 41,  294.09 lb (Section A) 

6. Roy Worth   peg 39,  230.10 lb 

7. Chris White   peg 49,  221.06 lb 

8. Simon Blatch   peg 58,  221.00 lb 

9. Paul Blake   peg 61,  215.11 lb 

10. Terence Morgan  peg 57,  212.11 lb 

11. Craig Lyttle   peg 48,  203.10 lb 

12. Neil Muir   peg 56,  196.14 lb 

13. Sam Hinton   peg 34,  173.08 lb 
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14. Robert Wylde  peg 54,  169.01 lb 

15. Andy Downton  peg 37,  156.04 lb 

16. Steve Parker  peg 44,  73.10 lb (best silvers 6.09) 

17. Andy Burns   peg 51,  65.04 lb 

Once again Dan, the top angler that he is, showed us all how to do it 

and do it quickly. It was a joy to watch the maestro at work filling all 

of his 12 nets!!! Well done Dan.  

Even the two Dave’s, having caught far more than the rest of us, 

could not get anywhere near him, but well done to you two also. The 

two section winners Steve Chant and Dave White also did well both 

coming up just short of the 300lb mark and well done to Steve Parker 

for picking up the silvers spot. All in all 17 members caught 3,842lbs 

(1.7tons) so one can imagine the shift put in by the weighers 

particularly Andy’s Burns and Downton who did the lifting and Rob 

and Chris the mathematics – thanks boys. 

A number of match weight PB’s were exceeded so a lot of members 

who didn’t frame came away with something to talk about.  

Finally a big thank you to Steve of the ‘Somerset Rig Company’ for his 

generous donation of £15 to the club charity. 


